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12.08.2014
URGENT CALL TO INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION!
HUMANITARIAN CRISIS IN SHENGAL, MAXMUR AND ROJAVA

Since the Civil War in Syria, ISIS (Iraq and Sham Islamic State) has been caused a large scale tragedy in Syria,
Iraq and Kurdistan. Millions of civilians had to flee from the ISIS invasions. Tens of thousands civilians were
victims of the mass ISIS executions.
Especially the rapid ISIS Occupation in Mosul Region in Iraq is the milestone for the future of the Middle East.
Unfortunately, ISIS has found an opportunity for eliminate all the different religious groups, sects and opposites.
ISIS gets many heavy arms and large number ammunition in Mosul. Therefore, peoples in Iraq and Kurdish
Regions who live in rural areas became defenseless. Especially Kurdish Ezidi minority in Shengal and Shia
Turkmens who escaped from Tel-Afer to Shengal had surrounded by ISIS forces. More than 50.000 people
including children, women and elders have sheltered to Shengal Mountain without water and food for nearly 1
week. Due to the ISIS Siege around the Shengal Mountain, the people had no way to escape to secured areas and
hundreds of children and elders died of thirst there. Thousands of civilians who couldn’t flee were executed by ISIS
in Shengal Town and its villages.
Because of the urgency, Syrian Kurdistan’s (Rojava) armed People Protection Units (YPG) mobilized to protect
the besieged people by ISIS in Shengal Mountain. Although the hard clashes with ISIS militants, YPG Forces has
succeeded to open a security corridor for transferring the people to the secured areas. So, more than 20.000 Ezidi
civilians transferred to the Syrian Kurdistan. Thousands of Ezidi are on way. Administration of Cizire Canton in
Rojava Region has started to establish a refugee camp in Derîk region in order to providing their necessary needs.
It is clear that, tens of thousands people needs international support. Therefore, we kindly ask you to take
initiative to organizing the aid activities and necessary diplomatic interventions. On the other hand, Turkey should
provide a corridor for transmitting the humanitarian aid from Turkey to Rojava Region. So, we ask you to
encourage Turkish Government to provide easiness for aid organizations. Especially the transition region ŞenyurtDirbesiye immediately keeps open for humanitarian aid transfers.
We hope that your efforts for enforced migrated people will create a hope for the peoples in the region.
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